Yonex Sunrise Gujarat State Badminton Championship 2019 – Kribhco Surat
For Women & Men Category
(Under the auspices of Gujarat Badminton Association)
Sponsored & Organized by
Kribhco, Surat
Dates: 27\textsuperscript{th} to 30\textsuperscript{th} June 2019

Events:-
Women & Men (Singles, Doubles & Mixed Doubles)

Entry fees:-
\textRupee 800/- for Singles & \textRupee 1100/- for Doubles & Mixed Doubles

GBA registration fee is \textRupee 300/- per Player for the year 2019.

1. Entries have to be sent online in the entry form available on the GBA official website, 
gujaratbadminton.org only. Please fill all the particulars as required. Last date of 
sending your Entry/ies is 17\textsuperscript{th} June 2019 up to 08:00 PM.

2. Last date for withdrawals 18\textsuperscript{th} June 2019 up to 10:00 AM. The withdrawal request 
must be sent to gbastdesai@yahoo.in only.

3. The list of participants will be displayed on GBA website. It is the responsibility of players 
to ensure that all the entries forwarded by them appear in the M&Q (Main & Qualifying) 
List. After the last date for withdrawals without penalty, no complaints shall be entertained for 
miss out of any entry/ies. GBA or organizers will not be responsible for any 
discrepancy/omissions of names thereafter.

4. Misbehaviour/misconduct with participant/s, Technical Officials, organizers, etc. by players, 
coaches, parents, etc. shall not be allowed. Strict disciplinary action may be taken against 
them by Referee and/or GBA.

5. The Qualifying draws of all GBA tournaments will be held at the GBA office through the 
Tournament Planner software. \textbf{The Main Draw will be held by open draw system} as per 
national tournaments during qualifying round matches, at the respective tournament venue, in 
presence of Organizing Committee, participants, etc. through the Tournament Planner 
software.
6. **Dress code for the participants:** It is recommended that the name of the player should be printed on the back side of T-shirt as per the norms of BAI. Pasting of paper, sticker writing with marker pen, etc. are not allowed. Only printing is permissible on T-shirt. In pair events, both players should wear the same color of kitting. All the players of main draws are advised to strictly follow it. The Referee can use his/her discretionary power regarding the dress code.

7. After the draw is published any player who withdraws her/his entry or gives a walk over, that player will have to pay a fine of Rs. 500/- without which that player will not be allowed to play in any of the future GBA tournaments.

8. Each participant should send her/his entry personally. Please do not send DUPLICATE entries as they are liable to be rejected.

9. In case of Doubles, partner’s name is mandatory and has to be mentioned in the entry form; otherwise entry will not be accepted.

10. **Players will have to bring their ORIGINAL & a COPY (duly attested by their parents) of their Birth Certificates, without which they will not be allowed to participate.**

11. The tournament is open only to all the **bonafide players of Gujarat State** and will be played as per BAI & GBA laws, rules and regulations.

12. All the matches for Qualifying rounds, the matches will be of best of Three Games of 15 Points without setting.

13. The main draw, the matches will be of best of three games of 21 points with setting.

14. Complaint, if any, must be lodged promptly in writing to the Referee. The non-refundable fee per complaint is Rs. 500/- Please keep the copy of the complaint, duly signed by the Referee and the receipt of the payment for follow-up is required. The decision of the Tournament Committee will be final in all matters of disputes.

15. Players must report to the Referee on arrival at the venue of the tournament, pay their entry fees, without which they will not be allowed to play. The participants having any dues of Entry/Registration Fee of the past years’ tournaments, if any, must be paid promptly; otherwise he/she will not be allowed to play.

16. The morning session will normally start at 8.00 am and matches will be played throughout the day, till the schedule of respective date is completed, as finalized by the Referee. The matches may have to be re-scheduled in case of the situation/s beyond control.

17. Players may have to play 2 or more matches in the same session. The minimum interval of 30 minutes between two matches will be allowed to the player/s.

18. **If required, players will have to officiate as Line Judges as advised by the Referee, which is mandatory.**
19. The schedule of the matches on all days will be displayed on the notice board and players will adhere to it, failing which, they are liable to be given a walk over. Players should be prepared to play at different venue/s if required.

20. Accommodation will be provided in Kribhco staff Quarters to all outstation Players.

21. Food/beverages are not allowed inside the stadium. Please observe cleanliness in and around the stadium.

22. Please do not keep your valuables, rackets, kit bags and other personal belongings unattended.

23. It is mandatory for all the participants, who play their match/es on the final day i.e. on 30th June 2019, to attend the Prize Giving Function and receive their prize/s personally. Failing which, the respective player/s shall not be awarded the prize money.

24. All queries regarding receipt of entries must be made to Shri Rakesh Rasaniya on his mobile no. 9909453736 or 9998969168 between 09:00 AM to 09:00 PM only.

25. Please contact Shri Sunil J Sawant Organizing Secretary, (Mobile no 98254 29384 and email sunil3842000@yahoo.com) for any further information/assistance.

**Venue of the Tournament:**
Kribhco Staff Club, Kribhco Shopping Centre, P O Kribhco Nagar, Surat – 394515

P. Satyanarayana
Joint Secretary – Events